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ABSTRACT
Model-Driven Security is a specialization of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) that focuses on making security models productive, i.e., enforceable in the final deployment. Among the variety of models that have been studied in a MDE perspective, one can mention access control models that specify the access rights. So far, these models mainly focus on static definitions of access control policies, without taking into account the more complex, but essential, delegation of rights mechanism. User delegation is a meta-level mechanism for administrating access rights, which allows a user without any specific administrative privileges to delegate his/her access rights to another user. This paper analyses the main hard-points for introducing various delegation semantics in model-driven security and proposes a model-driven framework for 1) specifying access control, delegation and the business logic as separate concerns; 2) dynamically enforcing/weaving access control policies with various delegation features into security-critical systems; and 3) providing a flexibly dynamic adaptation strategy. We demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed solution through the proof-of-concept implementations of different systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software security is a polymorphic concept that encompasses different viewpoints (hacker, security officer, end-user) and raises complex management issues when considering the ever increasing complexity and dynamism of modern software. In this perspective, designing, implementing and testing software for security is a hard task, especially because security is dynamic, meaning that a security policy can be updated at any time and that it must be kept aligned with the software evolution.

Managing access control to critical resources requires the dynamic enforcement of access control policies. Access control policies stipulate actors access rights to internal resources and ensure that users can only access the resources they are allowed to in a given context. A sound methodology supporting such security-critical systems development is extremely necessary because access control mechanisms cannot be “blindly” inserted into a system, but the overall system development must take access control aspects into account. Critical resources could be accessible to wrong (or even malicious) users just because of a small error in the specification or in the implementation of the access control policy.

Several design approaches like [21] [9] have been proposed to enable the enforcement of classical security models, such as Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [26]. These approaches bridge the gap from the high-level definition of an access control policy to its enforcement in the running software, automating the dynamic deployment of a given access control policy. Although such a bridge is a prerequisite for the dynamic administration of a given access control policy, it is not sufficient to offer the advanced administration instruments that are necessary to efficiently manage access control. In particular, delegation of rights is a complex dimension of access control that has not yet been addressed by the adaptive access control mechanisms. User delegation is necessary for assigning permissions from one user to another user. An expressive design of access control must take into account the more complex, but essential, delegation of rights.

Delegation models based on RBAC management have been known as secure, flexible and efficient access management for resources sharing, especially on distributed environment. Flexible means that different subjects for delegation should be supported, i.e. delegation of roles, specific permissions or obligations. Also, different features of delegation should be supported, like temporary and recurrent delegations, transfer of role or permissions, delegation to multiple users, multi-step delegation, revocation, etc. However, the addition of
flexibility for delegation must come with mechanisms to make sure that the security policy of the system is securely consistent. And last but not least, the administration of delegations must remain simple to be efficient.

Delegation is a complex problem to solve and to our best knowledge, there has been no complete approach for both specifying and dynamically enforcing access control policies by taking into account various characteristics of delegation. Having such an expressive security model is crucial in order to simplify the administrator task and to manage collaborative work securely, especially with the increase in shared information and distributed systems.

Based on previous work [21], in this paper we propose a new modular model-driven security solution to easily and separately specify 1) the business logic of the system without any security concern using a Domain Specific Modeling Language (DSML) for describing the architecture of a system in terms of components and bindings; 2) the "traditional" access control policy using a DSML based on a RBAC-based metamodel; 3) an advanced delegation policy based on a DSML dedicated to the delegation management. In this third DSML, delegation can be seen as a "meta-level" mechanism which impacts the existing access control policies similarly as an aspect can impact a base program. The security enforcement is enabled by leveraging automated model transformation/composition (from security model to architecture model). Consequently, in addition to [21], an advanced model composition is required to correctly handle the new delegation features.

To be more specific, only basic delegation features have been considered in [21]. Moreover, these delegation features have been handled as traditional access control rules. In this paper, we claim that delegation needs to be clearly separated from access control since a delegation impacts access control rules. Therefore, delegation and access control are not at the same level and should be separated. This separation involves an advanced model composition approach to dynamically know, at any time, which are the set of new access controls that have to be considered, i.e., the "normal" access control rules as well as the access control rules modified by the delegations. From a more technical point of view, the security enforcement is dynamically done by leveraging automated model transformation/composition (from security model to architecture model) and dynamic reconfiguration ability of modern adaptive execution platforms.

The contributions of this paper are the following: 1) A metamodel/DSML dedicated to the delegation management, for specifying RBAC and RBAC-based delegation features. OCL constraints are used to check the consistency of the security policy (access control + delegation); 2) A model-driven framework for dynamically enforcing access control and delegation mechanisms specified with our DSMIs. In this framework, newly defined model transformation rules play an important role in the dynamic enforcement of security policies. We claim that to handle advanced delegation features, an ideal solution is to separate the delegation rules from the access control policy, each being specified in isolation, and then compose/weave them together to obtain a new access control policy reflecting the delegation-driven policy; 3) A flexibly dynamic adaptation strategy with better support for delegation, and the co-evolution of the security policy and the security-critical system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents the background on RBAC, delegation, and the security-driven model-based dynamic adaptation. Next, a running example is given in Section 3. It will be used throughout the paper to describe the diverse characteristics of delegation and illustrate the various aspects of our approach. In Section 4, we first give an overview of our approach. Then, we formalize our delegation mechanism based on RBAC and show how our delegation metamodel can be used to specify expressive access control policies that take into account various features of delegation. Based on the delegation metamodel, we describe our model transformation/composition rules used for transforming and weaving security policy into the architecture model. This section ends with a discussion of several security policy dynamic adaptation and evolution strategies. Section 5 describes three case studies that have been used for evaluating our approach. It is followed by Section 6 which presents related work. Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses the future work.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Access Control

Access Control [12] is known as one of the most important security mechanisms. It enables the regulation of user access to system resources by enforcing access control policies. A policy defines a set of access control rules which expresses: who has the right to access a given resource or not, and the way to access it, i.e. which actions a user can access under which conditions or contexts.

2.2 Delegation

In the field of access control, delegation is a very complex but important aspect that plays a key role in the administration mechanism [6]. A software system, which supports delegation, should allow its users without any specific administrative privileges to grant some authorizations. Delegation of rights allows a user, called the delegator, to delegate his/her access rights to another user, called the delegatee. By this delegation, the delegatee is allowed to perform the delegated roles/permissions on behalf of the delegator [10]. The delegator has full responsibility and accountability of the delegated accesses since he/she provides the accesses to the resources to other users, who are not initially authorized by the access control rules to access these resources.

Delegation is a powerful and very useful way to perform policy administration. On one hand, it allows users to temporarily modify the access control policy by delegating access rights. By delegation, a delegatee can perform the delegated job, without requiring the intervention of the security officer. On the other hand, the delegator and/or some specific authorized users should be supported to revoke the delegation either manually or automatically. In this way, the administrative task can be simplified and collaborative work can be managed securely, especially with the increase in shared information and distributed systems [1]. However, the simpler the administrative task is, the more complex features of delegation have to be properly specified and enforced in the software system. To the best of our knowledge, there is no approach for both specifying and dynamically enforcing access control policies taking into account all delegation features like temporary delegation, transfer delegation, multiple delegation, multi-step delegation, etc.
2.3 Security-Driven Model-Based Dynamic Adaptation

In [21], the authors propose to leverage MDE techniques to provide a very flexible approach for managing access control. On one hand, access control policies are defined by security experts, using a DSML, which describes the concepts of access control, as well as their relationships. On the other hand, the application is designed using another DSML for describing the architecture of a system in terms of components and bindings. This component-based software architecture only contains the business components of the application, which encapsulate the functionalities of the system, without any security concern. Then, they define mappings between both DSMLs describing how security concepts are mapped to architectural concepts. They use these mappings to fully generate an architecture that enforces the security rules. When the security policy is updated, the architecture is also updated. Finally, the proposed technique leverages the notion of models@runtime [18] in order to keep the architectural model (itself synchronized with the access control model) synchronized with the running system. This way, the running system can be dynamically updated in order to reflect changes in the security policy. Only users who have the right to access a resource can actually access this resource. The different steps of this approach are summed up in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Overview of the Model-Driven Security Approach of [21]

3. A RUNNING EXAMPLE

In this section, we give a motivating example which will be used throughout the paper for describing the diverse characteristics of delegation and illustrating the various aspects of our approach.

Let us consider a library management system (LMS) providing library services with security concerns like access control and delegation management. There are two types of user account: personnel accounts (director, secretary, administrator and librarian) are managed by administrator; and borrower accounts (lecturer and student) are managed by secretary. The director of the library has the same accesses as the secretary, but additionally, he can also consult the personnel accounts. The librarian can consult the borrower accounts. A secretary can add new books in the LMS when they are delivered. Lecturers and students can borrow, reserve and return books, etc. In general, the library is organized with the following entities and security rules.

Roles (users): access rights (e.g. working days)

- **Director** (Bill): consult personnel account, consult, create, update, and delete borrower account.
- **Secretary** (Bob and Alice): consult, create, update, and delete borrower account, deliver book.
- **Administrator** (Sam and Tom): consult, create, update, and delete personnel account.
- **Lecturer** (Paul) and **Student** (Mary): find book by keyword, reserve, borrow and return book.

Resources and actions to be protected

- **Personnel Account**: consult, create, update, and delete personnel account.
- **Borrower Account**: consult, create, update, and delete borrower account.

In this organization, users may need to delegate some of their authorities to other users. For instance, the director may need the help of a secretary to replace him during his absence. A librarian may delegate his/her authorities to an administrator during a maintenance day.

It is possible to only specify role or action delegations by using the DSML described in [21]. For instance, a role delegation rule can be created to specify that Bill, the director (prior to his vacation) delegates his role to Bob, one of his secretaries. But it is impossible for Bill to define whether or not Bob may re-delegate the director role to someone else (in case Bob is also absent for some reason). The role delegation of Bill to Bob is also handled manually: it is enforced when Bill creates the delegation rule and only revoked when Bill deletes this rule. There is no way for Bill to define a temporary delegation, i.e. its active duration is automatically handled. Obviously the DSML described in [21] is not expressive enough to specify complex characteristics of delegation.

There are many delegation situations that motivate our work. We consider in the following some delegation situations:

1. The director (Bill) delegates his role to a secretary (Bob) during his vacation (the delegation is automatically activated at the start of his vacation and revoked at the end of his vacation).
2. A secretary (Alice) delegates her task/action of create borrower account to a librarian (Jane).
3. A secretary (Bob) transfers his role to an administrator (Sam) during maintenance day. In case of a transfer delegation, the delegator temporarily loses his/her rights during the time of delegation.
4. The role administrator is not delegable.
5. The permission of deleting borrower account is not delegable.
6. The director can delegate, on behalf of a secretary, the secretary’s role (or some his/her permitted actions) to a librarian (e.g. during the secretary’s absence).
7. If a librarian empowered in role secretary by delegation is no longer able to perform this task, then he/she can delegate, again, this role to another librarian.
The separation of concerns is not only between delegation and access control, but also with the business logic of the system. Fig. 3 presents a wider view of the overall approach. In order to enforce security policy to the system, the core business architecture model of the system is composed with the active security policy previously obtained. The architecture model is expressed in another DSML, called architecture metamodel (an architecture modeling language described in [21]). The idea is to reflect security policy into the system at the architecture level. Section 4.3 defines transformation rules to show how security concepts are mapped into architectural concepts.

The security-enforced architecture model obtained above is a pure architecture model which by itself reflects how the security policy is enforced in the system. It is important to note that the security-enforced architecture model is not used for generating the whole system but only the proxy components. These proxy components can be adapted and integrated with the running system at runtime to physically enforce the security policy. The adaptation and integration can be done by leveraging the runtime adaptation mechanisms provided by modern adaptive execution middleware platforms. The approach of generating proxy components overcomes some main limitations of [21]. Section 4.4 is dedicated to discuss our strategy for adaptation and evolution.

4.2 Delegation metamodel

Our metamodel displayed in Fig. 4 defines the conceptual elements and their relationships that can be used to specify access control and delegation policies. Because delegation mechanism is based on RBAC, we first explain the main conceptual elements of role-based access control. Then, we show how our conceptual elements of delegation, based on the RBAC conceptual elements, can be used to specify various delegation features.

As shown in Fig. 4, the root element of our metamodel is the Policy. It contains Users, Roles, Resources, Rules, and Contexts. Each user has one role. A security officer can specify all the roles in the system, e.g. situations 1, 2, 3 and master-level (rules defined by a security officer: e.g. situations 4, 5, 6). Normally, delegations at user-level have to conform to rules at master-level. For example, the security officer can define that users of role director are able to delegate on behalf of users of role secretary. Then at user-level, Bill (director) can create a delegation rule to delegate, on behalf of Alice, her role (secretary) to Jane (librarian).

4.1 Overview of our approach

In our approach, delegation is considered as a “meta-level” mechanism which impacts the existing access control policies, like an aspect can impact a base program. We claim that to handle advanced delegation rules, an ideal solution is to separate the delegation rules from the access control policy, each being specified in isolation, and then compose/weave them together to obtain a new access control policy (called active security policy) reflecting the delegation-driven policy (Fig. 4). We present our metamodel (DSMML) for specifying delegation based on RBAC in Section 4.2.

8. The secretary empowered in role director by delegation is not allowed to delegate/transfer, again, this role to another secretary.
9. A secretary is allowed to delegate his/her role to a librarian only and to one librarian at a given time.
10. A secretary is allowed to delegate his/her task of book delivery to a librarian only and scheduled on every Monday.
11. Bill can delegate his role and permitted actions only to Bob
12. Bob is not allowed to delegate his role.
13. Alice is not allowed to delegate her permitted action of book delivery.
14. Users can always revoke their own delegations.
15. The director can revoke users from their delegated roles.
16. A secretary can revoke librarians empowered in secretary role by delegation, even if he/she is not the grantor of this delegation (e.g. the grantor is the director or another librarian).

It can be seen that there are two levels of delegation rules: user-level (rules defined by a user: e.g. situations 1, 2, 3) and master-level (rules defined by a security officer: e.g. situations 4, 5, 6). Normally, delegations at user-level have to conform to rules at master-level. For example, the security officer can define that users of role director are able to delegate on behalf of users of role secretary. Then at user-level, Bill (director) can create a delegation rule to delegate, on behalf of Alice, her role (secretary) to Jane (librarian).

4. A MODEL-DRIVEN APPROACH FOR ADAPTIVE DELEGATION

Figure 2: Delegation impacting Access Control
accessible to authorized users. These protections are defined in rules: permission rules and delegation rules. Permission rules are used to specify which actions are accessible to users based on their roles. That means, without delegation rules or user-specific access control rules, every user is able to access the actions associated with his/her role only. Delegation rules are used to specify which actions are accessible to users by delegation. There are two basic types of delegation:

- **Role delegation**: When users empowered in role(s) delegated by other user(s), they are allowed to access not only actions associated with their roles but also actions associated with the delegated role(s).

- **Action delegation**: Instead of delegating their roles, users may want to delegate only some specific actions associated with their roles.

Another important aspect of our access control and delegation framework is the notion of **context**. It can be seen from our metamodel that every permission/delegation rule is associated with a context. A rule is only active within its context. The concept of context actually provides our model with high flexibility. Security policies can be easily adapted according to different contexts.

The full metamodel for specifying delegation is displayed in Fig. 4. It depicts the features that are supported by our delegation framework. All delegation management features are developed based on two basic types of delegation mentioned above. In the following, we present the delegation features and show how they can be specified, w.r.t. our metamodel.

- **Temporary delegation**: This is one of the most common types of delegation used by users. It describes when the delegation starts to be active and when it ends. The grantor can specify that the delegated role/action is authorized only during a given time interval, e.g. situation 1 of the running example in Section 3. Actually, this can be specified using the recurrence of delegation described below, but we want to define it separately because of its common use.

- **Monotonicity (Transfer of role or permissions)**: A property `isMonotonic` can be used to specify if a delegation is monotonic or non-monotonic. The former (`isMonotonic = true`) specifies that the delegated access right is available to both the delegator and delegatee after enforcing this delegation. The latter (`isMonotonic = false`) means the delegated role/action is transferred to the delegatee, and the delegator temporarily loses his rights while delegating, e.g. situation 3. In this case, the delegation is called a transfer.

- **Recurrence**: It refers to the repetition of the delegation. A user may want to delegate his role to someone else for instance every week on Monday. Recurrence defines how the delegation is repeated over time. It is similar to what is implemented in calendar system and more precisely the iCalendar standard (RFC2445). It has several properties; the `startDate` and `endDate` are the starting and ending dates of the recurrence. In addition, the `startDate` defines the first occurrence of the delegation. The `frequency` indicates one of the three predefined types of frequency, daily, weekly or monthly. The `occurrences` is the number of times to repeat the delegation. If the `occurrences` is for instance equals to 2 it means that it should only be repeated twice even when the `endDate` is not reached. An example of this delegation is situation 10.

- **Delegable roles and delegable actions**: These kinds of delegation define which roles and actions can be delegated and how. A policy officer can specify that a role can only be delegated/transferred to specific role(s), e.g. situation 9. If no `delegationTarget` is defined for a role, this role cannot be delegated/transferred, e.g. situation 4. If a role or action (`isDelegable = false`) is not delegable, it should never be included in a delegation rule. Moreover, a role can also be delegated by a user not having this role but his/her own role is specified as can delegate on behalf of a user in this role (`canDelegateOnBehalfOf = true`), e.g. situation 6.

- **Multiple delegations**: It should be possible to define the

\[\text{http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc2445}\]
max number of concurrent delegations in which the same role or action can be delegated at a given time. The properties maxConcurrentRoleDelegations and maxConcurrentActionDelegations define how many concurrent delegations of the same role/action can be granted, e.g., situation 9. Moreover, it is possible to define for each specific user a specific maximum number of concurrent delegations of the same role/action: maxRoleDelegations and maxActionDelegations.

- **User specific delegation rights**: All user-specific elements are used to define more strict rules for a specific user rather for his/her role. There are other user-specific delegations than maxRoleDelegations and maxActionDelegations. It is possible to define that a specific user is allowed to delegate his role/permitted action(s) or not (canDelegate = true or false), e.g., situation 12. The property isNonDelegableAction specifies an action that a specific user cannot delegate, e.g., situation 13. Moreover, the security officer can define to which explicit user(s) only (explicitDelegatee) a user can delegate transfer his role to, e.g., situation 11.

- **Multi-step delegation**: It provides flexibility in authority management, e.g., situations 7, 8. The property redelegationDepth is used to define whether or not the role/action of a delegation can be delegated again. When a grantor creates a new delegation, he/she can specify how many times the delegated role/action can be re-delegated. If the redelegationDepth = 0, it means that the role/action cannot be delegated anymore, e.g., situation 8. If the redelegationDepth > 0, that means the role/action can be delegated again and each time it is re-delegated, the redelegationDepth is decreased by 1.

- **Revocations**: All users can revoke their own delegations, e.g., situation 14. Security officer may set canRevokeAllDelegations = true for a role with a super revocation power in such a way that a user empowered in this role can revoke all delegations, e.g., situation 15. Moreover, a role can also be defined such that every user empowered in this role can revoke any delegation from this role (canRevokeAllDelegationsOfThisRole = true), even he/she is not the grantor of the delegation, e.g., situation 16.

Moreover, each possible instance of the security policy has to satisfy all necessary validation condition expressed as OCL invariants. For example, we can make sure that no delegation is out of target, meaning that delegatee’s role has to be a delegation target of delegator’s role:

context User inv NoRoleDelegationOverMax:
RoleDelegation.allInstances -> select (d | d.delegator = self) ->size() ≤ self.role.maxConcurrentRoleDelegations
and RoleDelegation.allInstances -> select (d | d.delegator = self) ->size() ≤ self.maxRoleDelegations

Other examples are to restrict the value of the redelegationDepth must not be negative, or startDate cannot be later than endDate:

context Delegation inv NonNegativeDeleDepth:
self.redelegationDepth ≥ 0

context Duration inv ValidDates: self.startDate ≤ self.endDate

\[ Due to space restrictions, the OCL expressions presented here are not exhaustive. \]

![Figure 5: A pure RBAC metamodel](image)

### 4.3 Transformations/Compositions

After specifying security policies by the DSML described in Section 4.2, it is crucial to dynamically enforce these policies into the running system. Transformations play an important role in the dynamic enforcement process. Via model transformations, security models containing delegation rules and access control rules are automatically transformed into component-based architecture models. Note that instances of security models and architecture models are checked before and after model transformations, using predefined OCL constraints.

The model transformation is executed according to a set of transformation rules. The purpose of defining transformation rules is to correctly reflect security policy at the architectural level. Based on transformation rules, security policy is automatically transformed to proxy components, which are then integrated to the business logic components of the system in order to enforce the security rules. The metamodel of component-based architecture can be found in [21] and an instance of it can be seen in Fig. 7. We first describe the transformation that derives an access control model according to delegation rules (Section 4.3.1), and then describe another transformation to show how security policy can be reflected at the architecture level (Section 4.3.2).

Moreover, we also show an alternative way of transformation that combines two steps into one step.

#### 4.3.1 Adapting RBAC policy model to reflect delegation

Within the security model shown in Fig. 2, delegation rules are considered as “meta-level” mechanisms that impact the access control rules. The appropriate access control rules and delegation rules are selected depending on the context information and/or the request of changing security rules coming from the system at runtime. According to the currently active context (e.g., WorkingDays), only in-context delegation rules and in-context access control rules of the security model (e.g., rules that are defined with context = WorkingDays) are taken into account to derive the active security policy model (Fig. 2). Theoretically, we could say that delegation rules impact the core RBAC elements in the security model in order to derive a pure RBAC model (without any delegation and context elements) which conforms to a “pure” metamodel of RBAC (Fig. 5). Delegation elements of a security policy model are transformed as follows:

A.1: Each action delegation is transformed into a new permission rule. The subject of the permission is user (dele-
A.10: A delegation is only transformed if its 
redelegationDepth > 0. Whenever a user empowered in a role/an action by delegation re-delegates this role/action, the newly created delegation is assigned a redelegationDepth = the previous redelegationDepth - 1.

After transforming all delegation rules, we obtain a pure RBAC model which reflects both the delegation model and access control model. This pure RBAC model is then transformed into a security-enforced architecture model as described next.
R-A.3: Each user element defined in the policy model is also transformed into a user proxy component. Because each user must have one role, each user proxy component is connected to the corresponding role proxy component. However, each user may have access to actions associated to not only his/her role but also to actions associated to other roles by delegation. Thus, each user proxy component may connect to several role proxy components. The connection is established by transforming each access granted to a user into a pair of ports: a client port associated with the user proxy component, a server port associated with the corresponding role proxy component (providing the access/port), and a binding linking these ports (Fig. 7). Actually, the granted accesses are calculated not only from permission rules but also from prohibition rules. Simply, the granted accesses that equal permissions exclude prohibitions.

In our approach, revocation of a delegation simply consists in deleting the corresponding delegation rule. In this way, the revocation is reflected at the architectural level and physically enforced in the running system. Moreover, both the delegator and delegatee elements will be removed if these users are not involved in any delegation rules. As described above, user elements are transformed into proxy components. However, it is important to stress that only users involved in delegation rules (e.g. Bill, Bob and Sam in Fig. 2) are created in the security policy model and transformed into proxy components. Users who are not involved in any delegation rules (e.g. Jane and Mary in Fig. 2), are manipulated as session objects which directly access the services offered by the corresponding role proxy components.

Two steps described above are two separate model transformations that mainly used to explain how delegation can be considered as a “meta-level” mechanism for administering access rights. The first model transformation is to transform a delegation-driven security model into a pure RBAC model. The second model transformation is to transform the RBAC model into an architecture model. In fact, these two steps could be done in only one model transformation that directly transforms the delegations, the access control policy and the business logic model into an architecture model reflecting the security policy. However, this alternative way (described in the following) has the disadvantage of losing the intermediate security model (the active security policy) that could be useful for traceability purpose.

4.3.3 An alternative way: using only one transformation

In this way, we have to define other transformation rules to transform directly every security policy model which conforms to the metamodel, shown in Fig. 3, to a component-based architecture model which conforms to the architecture metamodel described in [21].

Core elements of RBAC like resources, roles, and users are transformed following these transformation rules:

R-B.1: Each resource is transformed into a component instance, called a resource proxy component (already presented).

R-B.2: Each role also is transformed into a role proxy component (already presented). The only difference is the context has to be taken into account (in Section 4.3.2 no context existed because context already dealt with in Section 4.3.1).

Because every permission is associated with a context, we only transform permissions with the context that is active at the moment.

R-B.3: Each user element defined in the policy model is also transformed into a user proxy component. However, the connection (via bindings) from a user proxy component to the role proxy component(s) is not only depended on the user’s role but also delegation rules that the corresponding user involved in. The transformation of delegation rules is presented below.

All the transformation rules above make sure that access control rules are reflected at the architecture level. However, the delegation rules will impact this transformation process in order to derive the security-enforced architecture model reflecting both access control and delegation policy. Delegation elements of a policy model are transformed as follows:

R-B.4: Each action involved in an action delegation is transformed into a pair of ports and a binding. A client port (representing the required action) is associated with the user (delegatee) proxy component. The binding links the client port to the corresponding server port (representing the same action provided) that associated with the role proxy component reflecting the role of the delegator.

R-B.5: Each role delegation is transformed in a similar way as action delegation. First, a set of actions associated to a role can be identified from the permissions of this role. Then, each action in the set is transformed into a pair of ports and a binding as transforming an action delegation. A temporary delegation is only transformed into bindings if it is still in active duration defined by start and end properties.

R-B.6: If a delegation is of type transfer delegation, then both user elements (delegator and delegatee) are transformed into delegator and delegatee proxy components as described above. The delegator proxy component is not connected to the corresponding role proxy component because he/she already transferred his/her access rights to the delegatee. Fig. 7 shows a change in the architecture when Bill transfers his role to Bob.

R-B.7: If a delegation is defined with a recurrence, based on the values set to recurrence, the delegation rule is only active during the recurrence (similar to A.6).

R-B.8: If a user is associated with any non-delegable ac-
tion, the delegation of this action is not taken into account while doing the transformation. Similarly, if a user is specified as he/she can not delegate his/her role/action, no delegation requested by this user will be transformed.

**R-B.10:** Only a role delegation to a user (delegatee) whose role is in the set of delegationTarget will be considered in the transformation.

**R-B.11:** Before any delegation is taken into account in the transformation, it has to satisfy the requirements of max concurrent action/role delegations. Note that the user-specific values have higher priorities than the role-specific values.

**R-B.12:** A delegation is only transformed if its redelegationDepth > 0. Whenever a user empowered in a role/an action by delegation re-delegates this role/action, the newly created delegation is assigned a redelegationDepth = the previous redelegationDepth - 1.

By taking into account delegation rules while transforming access control rules of policy model into security-enforced architecture model, both delegation and access control rules are reflected at the architecture level.

### 4.4 Adaptation and Evolution strategies

The model transformation/composition presented in Section 4.3 ensures that the security policies are correctly and automatically reflected in an architectural model of the system. The key steps to support delegation (i.e. specifications and transformations) are already presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. The last step consists in a physical enforcement of the security policy by means of a dynamic adaptation of the running system. In this section, our adaptation and evolution strategy is discussed.

#### 4.4.1 Adaptation

The input for the adaptation process is a newly created security-enforced architecture model (Fig. 8). First, this new architecture model is validated using simulation or invariant checking [19]. This valid architectural model actually represents the new system state the runtime must reach to enforce the new security policy of the system. According to the classical MAPE control loop of self-adaptive applications, our reasoning process performs a comparison (using EMFCompare) between the new architecture model (target configuration) and the current architecture model (kept synchronized with the running system) [20]. This process triggers a code generation/compilation process, and also generates a safe sequence of reconfiguration commands [19].

Actually, the code generation/compilation process is only triggered if there are new proxy components, e.g., new user proxy components involved in delegation, that need to be introduced into the running system. The dynamic adaptation of the running system is possible thanks to modern adaptive execution platforms like OSGi [2] or Fractal [9] which provide low-level APIs to reconfigure a system at runtime. The running system is then reconfigured by executing the safe sequence of commands, compliant to the platform API, issued by the reasoning process. In this process, the generation/compilation phase is time consuming. However, this phase has no impact on the running system, which remains stable until being adapted by executing the reconfiguration script. Thus, the actual adaptation phase only lasts for several milliseconds, during which the system is not available.

#### 4.4.2 Evolution

In [21], the evolution of the security policy is not totally automatic reflected in an architectural model of the system. The key steps to support delegation (i.e. specifications and transformations) are already presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. The last step consists in a physical enforcement of the security policy by means of a dynamic adaptation of the running system. In this section, our adaptation and evolution strategy is discussed.

In [21], the adaptation is entirely based on executing platform-specific reconfiguration scripts specifying which components have to be stopped, which components and/or bindings should be added and/or removed. This results in several limitations regarding delegation mechanisms:

- **L.1:** Using reconfiguration scripts only implies to create all the potentially needed ports (used for bindings between user proxy components) beforehand. But all the combinations of users, roles, resources, actions could lead to a combinatorial explosion and make it infeasible for implementation.

- **L.2:** In [21], the delegation between users are reflected using bindings connecting one user proxy component to another. But this approach is not suitable for supporting complex delegation features. For example, a transfer delegation will be reflected such as adding bindings between the delegator and delegatee but removing bindings between delegator and the corresponding role proxy component. Consequently both delegator and delegatee cannot access the resource, that does not correctly reflect a transfer delegation.

**L.1** can be solved by the automatic re-generation of proxy components and bindings between them according to changes in the architectural model. Moreover, as mentioned in Section 4.3 only users involved in a delegation are transformed into user proxy components with necessary ports and bindings. In this way, only required ports and bindings are created dynamically. **L.2** is solved by our model transformation approach. All complex delegation features are considered as “meta-level” mechanisms that impact access control rules. In this way, a transfer delegation will be reflected such as adding bindings between the delegatee and the corresponding delegated role proxy component, but removing bindings between delegator and the corresponding role proxy component.

Our adaptation strategy could take more time than simply running a reconfiguration script because of the generation and compilation time of newly generated proxy components. But the process of generating and compiling new proxy components could not harm the performance because each proxy component is very light-weight and only necessary proxy components are generated (see Section 5).

![Figure 8: Overview of our adaptation strategy](image-url)
dealt with. It is possible to run a reconfiguration script to reflect the changes like adding, removing and updating rules. But adding a new user, role or resource requires the generation and compilation of new proxy components, which is impossible using only reconfiguration scripts. Thus, our strategy of automatically generating and compiling proxy components (see Section 5) is more practical w.r.t evolution.

Another important aspect of evolution relates to the addition, removal or update of resources and actions in the business logic. The base architecture model can be updated with the changes in the business logic, e.g. a new resource is added. On the other side, security officers can manually update the mappings (Fig. 6) following the changes of resources/actions in the base architecture model. By composing the security model with the base architecture model as described earlier, the security policy is evolved together with the business logic of the system.

5. EVALUATION

To evaluate the feasibility of our approach, we have applied it on three different Java-based case studies, which have also been used in our previous research work on access control testing [22].

1) LMS: already described in our running example.

2) VMS: The Virtual Meeting System offers simplified web conference services. The virtual meeting server allows the organization of work meetings on a distributed platform. When connected to the server, a user can enter (exit) a meeting, ask to speak, eventually speak, or plan new meetings. There are three resources (Meeting, Personnel Account, User Account) and six roles (Administrator, Webmaster, Owner, Moderator, Attendee, and Non-attendee) defined for this system with many access control rules, and delegation situations between the users of each role.

3) ASMS: The Auction Sale Management System allows users to buy and sell products online. Each user in the system has a profile including some personal information. Users wanting to sell a product (sellers) are able to start a new auction by submitting a description of the product, the starting and ending date of the auction. There are five resources (Sale, Bid, Comment, Personnel Account, User Account) and six roles (Administrator, Webmaster, Owner, Moderator, Attendee, and Non-attendee) defined for this system with many access control rules, and delegation situations between the users of each role.

Table 1: Size of each system in terms of source code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># Classes</th>
<th># Methods</th>
<th>LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LMS</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>3204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>6077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASMS</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>10703</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We applied our approach to enable dynamic security enforcement for these systems, and examined how effective our approach is. Table 1 provides some information about the size of these three applications (the number of classes, methods and lines of code). In terms of security policies, Table 2 shows the number of access control (AC) rules and delegation rules defined for each system, used in our experiments.

All these systems are component-based systems. The business components of each system contain the business logic, e.g. Book Service component, Personnel Account component, Meeting, Sale, Authenticate component, Data Access Object components, etc. To enable dynamic security enforcement for a system, the resources (components that have to be controlled) are specified in the base model, and mapped to the resources of the security policies. Our metamodels are applicable for different systems without any modification or adaptation. The structure of delegation and access control policies for all case studies is the same, only roles, users, resources, actions are specific to each case study. The proxy components are automatically generated and synchronized with the security policy model via model transformations and reconfiguration at runtime. The model-to-model transformation and model-to-text transformation (code generation) can be implemented using any transformation engines like Kermeta [23] (or ATL [24] and Xpand [13]). The security policy models that are stored in eXistDB [17], a native XML database, can be easily modified by using XPath, XQuery, and XUpdate. For experimenting with performance of adapting the running system, we have implemented the model transformation/composition rules using not only Kermeta but also ATL.

There are two kinds of response time we would like to measure in our case studies: the authorization mechanism and the dynamic adaptation according to changing security policies. The experiments were performed on Intel Core i7 CPU 2.20 GHz with 2.91 GB usable RAM running on Windows 7 and Equinox. Because all our access control and delegation rules are transformed to proxy components reflecting our security policy, response times to an access request only depends on method calls between these proxy components and business components (Fig. 7). Unsurprisingly, response time for every resource access is a constant, only about 1 millisecond, because the access is already possible or not by construction. In other words, our 3-layered architecture reflecting security policy enables very quick response, independently from the number of access control and delegation rules.

Table 2: Security rules defined for each system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># AC rules</th>
<th># Delegations</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LMS</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASMS</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the adaptation process, Table 3 shows results of each case study for performing the model transformations of security policies mentioned in Table 2 using Kermeta 1.4.1 and ATL 3.2.1 correspondingly. At first, we used Kermeta 1.4.1 to implement our model transformations. However, the results shown in Table 3 have been disappointing. We have

3For more information about VMS (server side), please refer to http://franck.fleurey.free.fr/VirtualMeeting.
try to use Kermeta 2.0.4 (the latest version of Kermeta at this moment, compiled to byte code, which means much better performances), but the tool is not mature yet. To know if this performance problem is inherently linked to our approach or simply linked to the use of Kermeta 1.4.1, we decided to also implement our model transformations using ATL 3.2.1. Our experiments show that the implementation using ATL 3.2.1 is much more efficient. We can conclude that the initial performance issue was due to Kermeta 1.4.1.

Note that the transformation, code generation and compilation are performed “offline” meaning that the running system is not yet adapted. The actual adaptation happens when the newly compiled proxy components are integrated into the running system to replace the current proxy components. This actual adaptation process takes only some milliseconds by using the low-level APIs to reconfigure a system at runtime provided by the modern adaptive execution platforms, e.g., OSGi [2]. Right after the new proxy components are up and running, the new security policy is really enforced in the running system.

6. RELATED WORK

There is a substantial work related to delegation as extension of existing access control models. Most researchers focused on proposing models solely relying on the RBAC formalism [26], which is not expressive enough to deal with all delegation requirements. Therefore, some other researchers extended the RBAC model by adding new components, such as new types of roles, permissions and relationships [3, 27, 10, 21]. In [6], the authors proposed yet another delegation approach for role-based access control (more precisely for OrBAC model) which is more flexible and comprehensive. However, no related work has provided a model-driven approach for both specifying and dynamically enforcing access control policies with various delegation requirements. Compared to [21], we extend the model-based dynamic adaptation approach of [21] with some key improvements. More specifically, we propose a new DSML for delegation management, but also new composition rules to weave delegation in a RBAC-based access control policy. In addition, we present a new way (by generating proxy) to implement the adaptation of the security-enforced architecture of the system. Indeed, we provide an extensive support for delegation as well as co-evolution of security policy and security-critical system. That means our approach makes it possible to deeply modify the security policy (e.g., according to evolution of the security-critical system) and dynamically adapt the running system, which is often infeasible using the other approaches mentioned above.

In addition, several researchers proposed new flexible access control models that may not include delegation, but allow to have a flexible and easy to update policy. For instance, Bertino et al. [7] proposed a new access control model that allows expressing flexible policies that can be easily modified and updated by users to be adapted to specific contexts. The advantage of their model resides in the ability to change the access control rules by granting or revoking the access based on specific exceptions. Their model provides a wide range of interesting features that increase the flexibility of the access control policy. It allows advanced administrative functions for regulating the specification of access controls rules. More importantly, their model supports delegation, enabling users to temporarily grant other users some of their permissions. Furthermore, Bertolissi et al. proposed DEBAC [5] a new access control model based on the notion of event that allows the policy to be adapted to distributed and changing environments. Their model is represented as a term rewriting system [4], which allows specifying changing and dynamic access control policies. This allows having a dynamic policy that is easy to change and update.

As far as we know, no previous work tackled the issue of enforcing adaptive delegation. Some previous approaches were proposed to help modeling more general access control formalisms using UML diagrams (focusing on models like RBAC or MAC). RBAC was modeled using a dedicated UML diagram template [14], while Doan et al. proposed a methodology [11] to incorporate MAC in UML diagrams during the design process. All these approaches allow access control formalisms to be expressed during the design. They do not provide a specific framework to enable adaptive delegation at runtime. Concerning the approaches related to applying MDE for security, we can cite UMLsec [13], which is an extension of UML that allows security properties to be expressed in UML diagrams. In addition, Lodderstedt et al. [16] propose SecureUML which provides a methodology for generating security components from specific models. The approach proposes a security modeling language to define the access control model. The resulting security model is combined with the UML business model in order to automatically produce the access control infrastructure. More precisely, they use the Meta-Object facility to create a new modeling language to define RBAC policies (extended to include constraints on rules). They apply their technique in different examples of distributed system architectures including Enterprise Java Beans and Microsoft Enterprise Services for .NET. Their approach provides a tool for specifying the access control rules along with the model-driven development process and then automatically exporting these rules to generate the access control infrastructure. However, they do not directly support delegation. Delegation rules should be taken into account early and the whole system should be generated again to enforce the new rules. Our approach enables supporting directly the delegation rules and dynamically enforcing them by reconfiguring the system at runtime.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed an extensive model-driven approach for RBAC-based delegation. It has been shown that various delegation requirements can be specified using our delegation DSML. Our DSML supports complex delegation characteristics like temporary, recurrence delegation, transfer delegation, multiple and multi-step delegation, etc. We have shown that we can deal with revocation in a simple manner. Another main contribution of this paper is to provide adaptive delegation enforcement in which delegation is considered as a “meta-level” mechanism that impacts the access control rules. A complete model-driven framework has been proposed to enable dynamic enforcement of delegation and access control policies that allows the automatic configuration of the system according to the changes in delegation/access control rules. Moreover, our framework also enables an adaptation strategy that better supports co-evolution of security policy and the security-critical system. Our approach has been validated via three different case studies with consideration of performance and extensibility issues.
Our approach could be better supported using an optimized models@runtime framework such as Kevoree instead of Equinox. We have not dealt with this idea yet in this paper, but keep it for our future work. Moreover, revocation mechanism in our current approach has not been completely taken into account, i.e. without options of strong/weak revocation. So far, we only focused on the delegation of rights, further work will also be dedicated to the delegation of obligations and the support for usage control.
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